
PHYSICS LESSON NOTE FOR SS ONE 

DATE: 4th MAY, 2020 

TOPICS:  SAFETY DEVICES, DETECTING FAULTS IN CURRENT 

SUB-TOPICS:  HOUSE HOLD CIRCUIT, FUSE, CONTINUITY TESTER 

OBJECTIVES: At the end of the lessons, Students should be able to: 

1.define safety device 
2. state some examples of safety devices 
3 state it uses in electrical circuit. 
4. explain how house hold circuits are connected. 
5.explain the meaning of faults in electrical circuit. 
6. explain the ways of detecting faults. 
7. explain continuity test. 
 
Introduction 
SAFETY DEVICE 
 A Safety device is any electrical components that protects an electrical circuit or any device 
that does not allow electrical appliance to damage. 
Examples of safety device are fuse, circuit breaker, and contactor. 
 HOUSE HOLD CIRCUIT 
The house hold circuits are connected in parallel so that when one appliance is switched off 
no other one is affected.  
  The current we use in the home is an alternating current (a.c) not a direct current (d.c). An 
a.c is the one that changes direction so many times in one second. The mains voltage in 
Nigeria is 240V while frequency is 50Hz. 
                   Importance of Fuse in Electric Circuit 
The Fuse is a safety device designed to cut off the current in a circuit if an appliance passes 
more current than it is supposed to. It is a short length of thin piece of tinned copper wire  
mounted on a suitable holder. It has a low melting point and is connected to a live wire. Its 
purpose is to automatically open the circuit (cut off current flow) whenever excess current 
might destroy the wiring or appliance connected to it. 
  When  current that is above the correct value floes in the circuit in which a fuse id=s 
connected, the heat developed in the fuse wire melts the wire and breaks the circuit 
thereby cutting off further current flow. The fuse acts like a safety device protecting 
electrical components in the circuit from serious damage due to excessive current. The 
‘’fuse rating’’ is the maximum safe current permitted to flow in it before the fuse breaks. 
 
 



 
 
 
            
Detecting Faults  in Electric Circuit 
Fault is said to be in an electric circuit when current does not flow through the circuit. This 
fault could occur as a result of blown fuse leading to short circuit or broken wire in a burnt 
out lamp, leading to open circuit.  
   Faults in a circuit can be detected by:  
Continuity Tester: This is an instrument used to test whether a circuit is broken at a certain 
point. 
Troubleshooting: This is the term used in finding faults in an electrical equipment or circuit. 
 
ASSIGNMENT 
Explain with diagram how a continuity tester works. 
 NOTE: show the diagram or picture and explain how it works also. 


